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AFIT/GE/EE/80D-4 I
Abstract

"Terrain Bounce" is an elecIrorjic countermeasure intended to defeat

Amplitude Comparison Monopulse Tracking. In this paper the counter-

measure technique is described and its theoretical basis is developed.

The two-target tracking problem, the Doppler offset and spreading of the

ground-reflected signal, and a model for reflection from rough terrain

are presented. A methodology is developed for analyzing the Terrain

Bounce problem. The theory is applied to a typical Terrain Bounce

geometry, and the resulting jammer requirements are derived.

x
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I. Introduction

Background

",iTerrain Bounce" is an electronic countermeasure intended to defeat

Amplitude Comparison Monopulse tracking. The countermeasure is based

upon the creation of a false radar target by illuminating the ground with

a Jamming signal, The purpose of this study is to establish a method

for analyzing the Terrain Bounce problem.i in ordar to determinc the jammer

requirements for an assumed problem geometry.

The Terrain Bounce problem geometry is shown in Figure 1. R is the

ground range between the missile and the target aircraft; Ht and Hr are

the altitudes of the transmitter (aircraft) and receiver (missile); mma

is the angle made by the line of sight (between the missile and the aircraft)

with the horizontal; Rrmf Rra and Rma are the distances from the ground

radar to missile, radar to aircraft, and missile to aircraft. Ring and Rga

are the distances from the missile to the ground patch, and from the ground

patch to the aircraft. It is assumed that the threat is a semi-active

missile which detects in Doppler and uses an Angle Amplitude Comparison

Monopulse system. The jammer is assumed to be a repeater which receiveas

a signal from the radar and re-radiates it towards the ground. The

terrain reflects a portion of the signal back towards the missile, thus

creating a false target. The presence of the false target causes missile

tracking errors. It is desired to cause a large enough tracking error

that the missile is either driven into the ground, or Is driven so far

"off target that it misses.

The success of the countermeasure depends upon the Jammer's ability

to create a false target at the correct frequency and in an appropriate

location to cause errors in tracking. Thus, it depends upon the terrain'sLI I



Missile

N maS~R

Aircraft

R " "HR / H.F.

Radar Ground

Figure "1. Terrain Bounce Geometry
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reflective properties. Reflection from terrain has been the subject of

a great deal of investigation. Different authors have variously modeled

rough scattering surfaces as perfectly reflecting mirrors (Reference 7),

arbitrary protuberances (Reference 25), point scatterers (Reference 23),

corrugation (Reference 2) or a composite of these features (Reference 6),

in order to determine a reflection coefficient or jouttering coefficient.

TVi model developed by Beckmann and Spizzichino (Reference 7) proved to

bo the most readily adaptable to the Terrain Bounce problem, since it

models the surface reflection properties for tixed geometries (transmitter

at one point, and receiver at another point), This model we.s chosen for

use in the analysis, and will be further described in Section II.

Scope

This paper presents the theoretical requirements for successful

Terrain Bounce jamming. A methodology is developed for analyzing a

Terrain Bounce situationp given a particular problem geometry. A detailed

example is presented to illustrate the methodology for nmssile approach

from the forward hemisphere.

Approach

The ground reflection is assumed to be diffuse, and the false target

is considered as a point target located beneath the ground, In Section II

the two-point target tracking problem is developed, and the resulting

tracking errors are derived. Next, consideration is given to the Doppler

shift and spreading which affect the ground-bounced signals A model for

the terrain is presented and applied to the Terrain Bounce situation.

Finally, a methodology is presented, for analyzing a Terrain Bounce problem.

In Section III, the methodology is applied to a particular problem geometry

ink order to determine the circumstances under which the countermeasure

3



will be effective, and the requirements on the Jaer (Jamming bea

Orientation and beawmidth, Jamming-to-Signal Ratio (W/S), antenna side-

±0e levelst and required Doppler offset and spreading of the Jamming sig-
nal). Section IV presents conclusions, and recormendations for further

investigation.

,ii
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II. Th
Analysis of Terrain Bounce Countermeasure

The Terrain Bounce problem will be analyzed as a two-point tracking

problem, assuming both the true target (aircraft) and the false target

to be point targets. The false target is created by illunm.nating a patch

on the ground which reflects a signal towards the missile. Ideally, the

reflecting point may be replaced by an image of the source located beneath

the ground. (See Figure 2a.) The signal from the image point will differ

in Doppler frequency from the dir'ect path signal from the tfrget.

For a realistic surface, the reflection comes from a finite-sized

patch, rather than from a single point. Thus the reflected signal will

be spread in Doppler over a range of frequencies, Furthermore$ reflection

oc..-urs at angles other thma the specular angle. Thus, the reflecting

ground patch m'ay be replaced with a "diffuse image" located beneath the

ground (as in Figure 2b), displaced from the ",specular image" point. The

power centroid of the diffuse image defines the False Target.

There is usually some uncertainty in the problem geometry (missile

speed and direction of approach unknown), which creates a requirement for

spreading of the reflected signale Thus, the Doppler spreading of the

reflected signalg mentioned above, can be utilized to advantage. The

difference between the required spreading and that provided by the terrain-

reflected signal must be provided by the Jammer.

A model for reflection from rough terrain (Reference 7: Chapter 12)
provides information about the magnitude and location of the reflection

to be expected from the terrain. This model provides the reflection

characteristics of the False Target (the diffuse image point).

These theoretical concepts are developed in this Section, and Aill

be applied to a Terrain Bounce problem in Section III.

5
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(a) Specular Image Point

M

R

g~a

0G

RgaI

(b) "Diffuse Image" Point

Figure 2. Model for Two-Point Jamming
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Two-Poir~t Jamminci of Monopulse

The first problem to be examined is the influence of two point

jamming on the missile tracking. This problem shows the theoretical

roots of the Terrain Bounce Countermeasure. In this analysis, the false

target will be assumed to be a point source located beneath the ground.

(See Figure 2b.) The reflection from the ground will be represented

by * constant reflection coefficient times the signal incident upon the

ground.

The influence of two incoherent point sources on an Amplitude

Comparison Monopulse System with simultaneous comparison of signals has

been examined by Vakin and Shustov (Reference 26: Chapter 4). Pigure 3

shows the geometry of the problem. The two point sources (the target

aircraft A1, and the false target A2 ), are separated by angular distance

2A 6 and the ratio of their powers is C o The voltage received by the

missile (at the output of the phase detector) is derived in Appendix A,

Equation (A-1):

v pd ( w K pd go2 (2 -9 In2( )-g / ))+(g 2  (- as-As)gn2 aen p-atte (1r )

where

g( 6) 0 gexp(-2 1n2 0 / 0 3m )2 ) for a Gaussian antenna pattern

9 squint angle

a 3m " 3-dB beamwidth of missile

Kpd w phase detector constant

9 is measured from source A1

Equation (1) determines the gene.. alized direction finding characteristic

of the systemt and may be used to determine the stable tracki.ng points.

(Positive slppe nulls indicate stable tracking.)

7
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A

A2

(a) Angular Separation of Targets

zdi

PID A-3C

Vpd

Ks Vsum

(b) Squint Angle and Tracking Angle

IMiqure 3. Two-Point Jamndng of monopulse



Figure 4 plots this equation for K MI and 2 .1 (identical power
pd

sources), assumin, j8 s/ a 3m.3. For AG small, the system tracks a

point midway between the two targets. As AG increases, the slope of the

Vpd curve decreases until, at AG 0 Ores, the slope is equal to zero.

( res`95 3m in Figure 4). This is the resolution angle, beyond which

there are two stable tracking points corresponding to the two targets.

For two targets of unequal power (2 1) similar plots indicate that

there is no point for which both the slope of the curve and the value of

Vpd are equal to zero. (See Figure 5 for C -. 5.) Thus, there is no

physical "resolution point"; the system tracks the power centroid, which

is located nearer to the more powerful target,

The slope of each cu.ve in figures 4 and 5 is equal (within a constant

factor) to the gain of the transfer function of the direction finder

(Reference 26: 195). Thus a decrease in slope (andq hence, in the

transfer function of the system) degrades the quality of the transient

process and effects the dynamic error.

The parameter 9 / 8 may be interpreted as the tracking error,

Figure 6 plots 8e 3m / 8 vs. 6/3 for various values of C for an

assumed Gaussian antenna pattern. As seen in Figure 6, in order to

achieve large errors, a small value of C is required, (i.e., the false

target signal must be stronger than the true target signal). Beyond a

certain value of A&/ 83m (the points of discontinuity in Figure 6) there

will be two stable tracking points (corresponding to the true target and

the false target). Figure 6 indicates that, up to a pointv the error

Swill increase with increasing A9, (ie., t as the missile closes on the
'I,

targets). For a given antenna pattern function, it is assumed that after

A68/8 3m reaches some critical value (A 0/6 3m)crit' the weaker target

9



"1.2 a res 9583m
A8/8 0 - 1.5

"I.0 0
.8

.6

-,6•
Vpd
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Figure 4. Tracking of Equal Power Targets
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has c•sappeared from the missile 3-dB beamwidthe Thus, a value of • must

be selected which will give increasing errors as A 9/ 93 approaches and

attains (A 0/ e3i) rit* In other words, there must be only one stable

trackina point for A e / 3  (Ae / a3m~crit

The quantity 9 lA& is a measilre of the error away from the true

target (A1). This quantity may be determined by solving Equation (1) for

0 (with Vpd=O at the stable tracking point), and normalizing by AO

Using the derivation in Appendix A (Equation (A-3)), the solution can be

found from the transcendental equation:

2 +exp(-4ln2 ((A 3 )- • / 3 )(/ 3m )) )exp(-81n2 (AS8183m) (a IV/ 3m)

C2+exp(-41n2 ((Ae/ 9
3m) -2 (AB•/03m) (0/83m) ) )exp(+81n2 (&W0

3m) (as/ 9 3m))

- exp(-'16 In2 ( 0s /3m) G3m)) (2)

The parameter 2 (the ratio of target powers) is the effective

Jamming-to Signal Ratiot and is derived in Appendix B, Equations (B-5)

and (B-6):

-2 4) GGGm + 2t

R2 rn jr r jg p /
where

V'V 2 = amplitudes of signals from targets A, and A2

R = range from missile to aircraft
ma

R~mf a range from missile to false target

Gjr - gain of jammer in direction of ground radar

G w gain of repeater
r

Gg = gain of jammer in direction of ground

G jM gain of jammer in direction of missile

13



Ct - target (aircraft) cross-section
t

P u terrain reflection parameter

= wavelength

Assuming that the reflection from the terrain is entirely diffuse, the

ratio of the power scattered from the ground to the direct path jammer

2
power is defined as the diffuse reflection coefficient p d It may be

seen that P 2(0/ C2) if Wt-0. For an omnidirectional jamming antennaseeo thttd
2 2 Rf2"

(6 MUG), this gives 2d= p (Rm/R ) 2 Thus, we obtain:jm jg P =P amf

2 X 2/4 )G G r G m + at.
2 2 irim t(3)

(X /4r ) G G 2
jr r'jg gd

This equation may be further simplified to:

I2 (1/(J/s)) ... +(G m/G j)g (1/(3/S)s) + Gt

P d Pd

where

WS) , X /4 7) Gjr rGjg/W t System J/S

Gt - Gjm /Gjg

Equations (2) and (4) essentially establish the System J/S and

antenna sidelobe levels (GIm/Gig) required of the jammer, to obtain the

desired miss (given i.n terms of e/L 9).

Doppler Offset

The previous section shows that the success of the Terrain Bounce

countermeasure requires that the ground target's signal be more powerful

than the true targetts signal. To be so, it is necessary that the ground-

bounced jamming signal fall within the missile's Doppler Bandwidth.

14



Assumina the reflectinc• ground patch to be a point target, some Doppler

offset may be requirid to shift it into the missile'e Doppler Bandwidth.

If the Doppler Bandwidth is BW Hz wide and is centered at the frequency

of the target's skin return (f ), the ground-bounced signal must be
c

offset in Doppler enough to shift it to within ±L BW/2 Hz of f . This
C

offset f may be calculated for any point on the ground which reflects

the signal towards the missile. If the reflec-ting ground patch has a

finite extent, (rather than being a point source), there are a range of

offsets allowed. For any particular finite sized ground patch, this

range of offsets will be designated AFi. If multiple problem geometries

are to be covered simultaneously by the Jammer, various ranges of AFi

will be required. The entire renge of offsets required for these various

ground patches will be designated AFt.

In order to determine the range of Doppler frequency offsets AFt

it is first necessary to determine the offset f associated with an0

arbitrary point on the ground. Figure 7 depicts the generalized aircraft-
missile-ground geometry to be considerei (Reference 27). and V, are

a m

the velocity vectors of the aircraft and missile respectively, Using the

aircraft as the center of the coordinate system, ,m and X are unitma ga

vectors in the directions of the missile and the ground. x is themg

unit vector in the direction from the ground to the missile. Considering

the aircraft as stationary, the velocities of interest become v' (M-va),
g a

and (-m-Va) . Along the direct path between the aircraft and the

missile, the range rate is:

R V1 v'x *(-)(5)ma ma m ma (m )(a5

Along the indirect path from the aircraft to ground to missile, the

15
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ranae rate is:

i~.A A -- 1 A -A .

ga + Mg(v'-v;)
g ga -g mg av a

-X ,'v + . (6)ga *a mg m

The difference between the direct path and some Indirect path

range rate is given by:

A R -( A x v.. A v -Vx v 7

me~a ~ga+mg) - i 'mn - ý ?k 9;g V& - g Vm (7

Equation (7) may be rewrittent using the results of Appendix C:

A V(Cos y - Cos#) + va(Cos'9 -Cos*) (8)

where the angles are identified in Appendix C as follows:

-A ., 2 2 2\
V, - angle between v' and x -Cos ' R -+R

( 2 Rig
A 1 2 2 2\

X mangle between vm and --x - Cos- R+R R

"m and ma a
( 2R RI

mi mg~
a' angle between -Vk and -xA =Sin-I((v /v )Sin*II

mn ma a rn

=. angle between v and P
a ma

Here a subscripted value of R indicates the range between two positions.

ag a, nd m indicate the ground, aircraft, and missile; i indicates the

projecteld point of intercept between missile and aircraft (assuming

constant velocities).

At long ranges, mg' and Equation (7) becomes:

La k Va (Cos' - Cos 4) (9)

The Doppler offset required to shift the reflected signal (from any

1.7



point on the ground) into the missilevs Doppler Bandwidth is:

o="ec)AR ,- ARt /X (10)

f0  -(f /c) AR(0

where

f = original transmit frequency

c = velocity of light

An offset of this amount will place the bounced signal (from an

arbitrary point on the ground) at the center of the missile's Doppler

Bandwidth. Thus, Equations (7) or (8), and (10) may be used to calculate

-the Doppler difference between the direct path Jamming signal and the

signal reflected from any point on the ground. The frequency to be

transmitted by the jarmer is ft+foe

Doppler Spreading

In reality, the ground-bounced signal will be reflected from a

finite-sized ground patch, rather than from a single plint. If f0 is

calculated for all of the po,.nts in the ground patch, there wrill be a

range of offsets (A Fi) associated wiAtl a particular ground patch. In

general, the countermeasure will be designed to utilize one of a number

of possible ground patches, (because of uncertainties in tre problem

geometry, to be described latez in this section). Thus, the total range

of ,osasible offset frequencies (Art) includes the A Fils associated

with many different ground pacchese (See Fig•ire-Ga.s

Assuming that this total range of: offset values (AFt) is bounded

by fnv and fmax (see Figure 8a), their total spread in Doppler is

A FL Ifmaiwfmin I- Trhe A associated with a particular ground patch

may lie anywhere within this range. Thus, it is desirable to be able

to shift any frequency between f and f into the missile's Doppler
mi Max



f a Fi Tmin fmax 4c

/ Ft

(a) Range of Doppler frequencies (AFt) of reflected signal

which may be available for Jamming

_'f E HF
fmax f f +c fjo+fjo +f jo

jo
(b) Doppler offset of f o(f +f )/2 shifts center of

jo min max
A Ft to center of Doppler Bandwidth, and shifts direct.
path signal out

(c) Spreading ofA F- Max-fMin+BW- AFt+F4 spreads any fre-
quency between fmin and f a, such that it may occupy

and fill the Bandwidth

E1gure 8. Doppler Offset and Spreading - Optimum Case
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Danduidth. If A F is lar':er than the missile's Doppler Bandwidth, it

t

is clear that no single jaamer offset will place all of these frequencies
1

within the Bandwidth. In order to utilize all frequencies between f

and f for jamming, each one must be both offset and spread in Doppler*
max

Assuming that the direct path Jamming signal is initially centered

in the missile's Doppler Bandwidth (f ), one may determine the Jammer
c

offset (f ) which will shift the center of APt to the center of thejot
Bandwidth (as in Figure 8b):

fjo+ f max
2

Note that, while the center of A Ft is shifted to the center of the

Doppler Bandwidtht the direct path jamming signal is shifted away from

the center of the Bandwidth (and possibly out of the Bandwidth altogether,

and into the side-bands). This represents an advantage to the Jammer,

(since it reduces the direct path signal received by the missile),

which should be exploited if at all possible.

Some spreading is also required to insure that either fmin or fmax

(or any frequency in between) may overlap and fill the Bandwidth. (See

Figure 8c.) This spreading (A F) is given by:

AF a jfmax-min I + BWwAt+ BW (1.2)

where BW is the missile Doppler Bandwidth in Hz. Note that this

additional spreading A F5 also affects the direct path signalt and care

should be taken not to spread it back into the missile Bandwidth.

Optimally, f and A are chosen such that the signal reflected from
jF 5

A any ground patch may fall within the missile Bandwidth and the direct

path signal may be shifted completely out of the Bandwidth. This

20



m-nounts to the requirement that:

A Ps/2.1 fjo

Using Equations (11) and (12), this gives:

fnmax fmin + BW f x+min2 ._6 m 2 fi

or,

fmin ý. BW/2 (13)

If Equation (13) is not satisfied, then the use of Equations (11) and

(12) will allow the direct path signal (after offset and spreading by

the jammer) to spread into the missile's Doppler Bandwidth. (See Figure

9a-bo) This condition is highly undesirable, since it allows the direct

path jamming to compete more severely with the false target. In order

to keep the direct path signal from spreading back into the Doppler

Bandwidth, the jammor offset and spreading must be designed to utilize

only a portion of the range of frequencies available from the ground.

That ist the points which reflect frequencies very close to fc will

not be utilized in the Jamming. The sub-optimal parameters f'I and
jo

A P1 are selected using one or both of the following:

%. Increase fjo (that is, shift only a fraction of the possible

terrain-reflected signals into the Doppler Bandwidth)

or,

2. Decrease A F5 (that is, fill the Doppler Bandwidth partially,

instead of completely)
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"fmax minf,

A Ft

(a) A portion ofAF lies near the frequency of the direct-
t

"path Jamming signal

F - -- ... li. I I -- -I

. _I

AF
5

(b) Offset by f and spreading of A.F shifts the direct-

path signal out of the Doppler Bandwidth, but spreads it

back into the Bandwidth

max +f'o m C

;o 1

(c) Offset by f'I0 (f xff)/29 where fP • BW/2

------

5F /2

(d) Spreading of AF•.2(fjo-BW/2)-2fj'-EW spreads most of

the frequencies within A Ft suth that they may occupy
and fill the Bandwidth ___

Figure 9. Doppler Offset and Spreading - Sub-01,timum Case
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This amounts to the requirement (Figure 9c-d) that:

f ÷ , ff' + If Bw/2 (14)

2

-2 (fi - BW/2) (1A

The penalty for choosing the parameters in this way is the loss of

reflection from some ground points which could otherwise contribute

to reflection. However, keeping the direct path jamming signal out of

the missile's Doppler Bandwidth represents a sizeable advantage for the

jammert which will usually overcome the penalty described above.

A Ps (or A F,) represents the spreading reqdired of the reflected

signal. Since the finite-sized ground patch provides some spreading

(AFi), the additional spreading required by the Jammer in given by:

Fs AF

Using Equation (10), one may calculate the Doppler offset required

"* to shift a signal (reflected from any point on the terrain) ýnto the

missile's Doppler Bandwidth* AFt represents the total range of

frequency offsets required to make any of the possible reflected signals

(from a number of finite-sized reflecting ground patches illuminated by

the jammer for different problem geometries) available for Jamming.

Equations (T) and (12) (or Equations (14) and (15)) give the Doppler

offset (fie) and spreading (A F5 ) required of the Jammer in order to

insure that the signal reflected from any point on the terrain may fall

Within the Doppler Bandwidth of the missile. Equation (16) gives the

additional spreading (A F j) which must be provided by the Jammer in

order to obtain the spreading A F8 .
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Terrain IIodel (Reference 7: Chapter 12)

Glistening Area Model. Thus far, the properties of the reflected

signal have been analyzed. It is now necessary to determine what points

on the ground will reflect the jamming signal in the direction of the

missile, and how much reflection may be expected. The model for rough

terrain which was chosen for this analysis was developed by Beckmann

and Spizzichino (Reference 7: Chapter 12)o. The model does not account

for shadowing of portions of the terrain by very large surface irregu-

larities, or for multiple scattering from the surface.

Rough terrain may be modeled as a reflecting surface consisting of

elementary mirrors of slope as The probability distribution of slopes

is assumed to be Uniform for I a < amax' where a max 5s the maximum

slope of any mirror, The angle / is made by the bisector of the angles

of incidence and reflection with the vertical. The field at the point

of reception is caused by those of the elementary mirrors for which the

normal to the surface bisects the angle between the incident ray and

the ray reflected towards the receiver. At these points, a PTan 3 • /,

and 0 max=Tenmaxn •max. (See Figure 10.)

a -Tan /3

Figure 10. Model of Rough Surface
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For a surface illuminated by an omnidirectional transmitter and

" . receiver, the region of the surface for which I < max participates

in reflection for a given position of transmitter and receiver. This

area is defined as the "glistening area',. The use of directive antennas

for the transmitter and receiver may reduce the size of this "glistening

area" (if the entire gl.stening area is not illuminated by the beams),

(See Figure Ila.) Thusp the size of the glistening area is determined

principally by the irregularities of the reflecting terrain, and

secondarily by the antenna patterns. The boundary of the glistening

area is determined by finding ) in terms of x , x2 , and y (Figure 12),

and setting 1j1 = pmax at the boundary. The equation of the glistening

area is derived in Appendix D, Equation (D-2). In general, the width

of the glistening area Cy) as a function of distance x2 from receiver

(Figure 12) is given by:

Cos max t (17)

b (Lar a2

where

2C 2 ?2
a. x + y2 + 2

a?- v 2 +y +XH
2 2 H

b V2 + 2(-x 1 2  y 2+ H rHt)/aia 2

For a given problem geometry and terrain roughness (max), Equation

(17) may be solved iteratively for y, in order to determine the size

and location of the glistening area (that is, the area of terraln which

participates in reflection towards the receiver). Thus one may determine

the area of terrain over which Doppler offset and spreading must be

considered.
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S Contour of Glistening Area

SI. Contour Illiminated

R T

(a) The use of directive transmit and receive antennas may

reduce the size of the reflecting ground patch, if they
do not illuminate the entire glistening area*

S - Contour of Glistening Area

S" = Contour Illuminated

.R
T

(b) If the antennas illuminate an area larger than the

glistening area, the area outside the glistening area

contributes nothing to the refl.ection towards the

receiver,

Figure It* Illumination of Glistening Area by Directive .tennas
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Figure "12* Glistening Area
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Figure 13 Amplitude Variation across Terrain Facets
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3istatic Scattering Coefficient. The bistatic scattering coeffi-

cient (o) is a normalized parameter representing radar cross-section

per unit area of the surface illuminated. For the Uniform Slope Distri-

bution used in the derivation of the glistening area, the bistatic

scattering coefficient is given by Beckmann and Spizzichino (Reference

7: 252-253):

0° - u ( S , • m ax cot2 Am a 1 4 A m ax

0 > max

in general, it is desirable to model the terrain as having a Normal

Distribmtion of irregularities, rather than a Uniform Distribution. For
the Normal Distribution, the bistatic scattering coefficient is given by

(Reference 7: 252-254):

o Gn( o) i Cot 2 pO exp(-Tan2 A/Tan2 (A 09)

where

0- rms slope of facets w Tan (2 4h/T)

h a rrms surface height variation

T a horizontal correlation distance

In the expression in Equation (19), it is assumed that T is

identical for all direcbions., It is also assumed that the sutrface is

rough enough that the reflection is primarily diffuse and that specular

reflection is negligible. Note that the w 0 (Equations (18) and (19))

applies to reflection from the glistening area ( lo I #max). However,0J
the reported values of a are dependent upon measurement technique. To

be used in Equations (18) and (19), a must be measured over an area

which lies entirely within the glistening area. If 0 is averaged over

a large area (larger than the glistening area), then it will be averaged
28



over points which do not contribute to the reflection towards the

receiver. (See Figure 11b.) Thus, the measurement of o will be

smaller than the theoretical value used here.

For small $ (4 ) Equation (19) is approximately equal to
0

Equation (18), with 0o=" 8max. Thus, Ao may be used to represent

either the maximum or the rms slope of the surface irregularities, and

Equation ('18) may be used to describe the scatteringexcept when the

detailed scattering behavior at P > $ is considered. Burthermoret

one may use the glistening area derived for the Uniformly distributed

rough surface to approximate that for the Normally distributed rough

surface (Reference 3: 690).

Diffuse Reflection Coefficient. (Reference 3). It, is now necessary

to incorporate this terrain model into the desired reflection parameter
2.

of Equation (2) (p ). In this case, it is assumed that the reflection
2

is purely diffuse (negligible specular component), so that p in

Equation (2) is replaced with the diffuse reflection coefficient P 2

which is defined as the ratio of the ground-reflucted (reflected diffusely

from the ground) power received to the direct power received.

The direct power Pd received at the missile is given by:

P G mGm. 2

(d ) 2 R2  (20)
(4 ) %ma

where

Pt- transmit power

G m gain of '6arget (jammer) in direction of receiver (missile)

GMj- gain of receiver in directi on of target

Rmaa direct path range . R/Cos n

29
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The indirect, or terrain-reflected, power P. received at the

missile is given by (Rcference 3: 690):

{2
P ia4 dPi PG Gmq dS(

S)3 R - 2 R 2
~f 4 ga mg

R a distance from target Lo ground x 2/Cos Ot

R distance from receiver to groun- x /Cos
mg I

Gig gain of Jammer in direction of ground

G = gain of missile in direction of groundmg
" o( '•t~ ' 'r'• - bistatic cross-section

t• 1'r - grazing angles of incidence and reflection

q % azimuth angle of incidence

dS v element of surface of reflection

S w limits of the surface of reflection

The diffuse reflection coefficient for a small element of surface

0(over which RgaI Rimg o, and the antenna gains are assumed to be

constant) is given by (Reference 3- 690),

dP G G 2 a 2 d0d2 " i ' Ma - (22)

pd Gjm ,mj 4 g n

The diffuse reflection coefficient is given by:

- 2 .-g--•g 0 dS (23)

jm'mj" a mg

using Equation (18) for o; the definitions for Rm ,R'ga' rg;
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and dS=2ydx1, we have:

G= G R2 co2 C 0Cs 2 2 ydx

dG2 2 22 2
Gjmmj v Ta oco ma f 1 2 '

Ga2  ~ O 2 ' c~ 2  y- GaR 2  2 Cos 2 * JCos 2  r y dx (24)
2TTan2 oCOS2 ma x (R-x)

S

where

x u X-

I .R-X- x2-I-

Ca (ajgGmg/Gm%)

2
It is desirable to evaluate p over an increment of surface of

length A x, rather than ovoz the entire surface. This gives:

2a X+Ax 2 2
2 G a R Cos *tCos 'r y dx

P d 2 TVan2  Cos2 2 (R-X) 2 (25)

0 me Rxx
2 2

POt AP (26)

In all of these calculations, it has been assumed that the antenna

gains are constant over the 3-dB boamwidth, and may be moved outside

the integrals. It will also be assumed that GomguGina as long as AG G 3m

(that is, both the target and the ground patch are within the 3-dB

beamwidth of the missile), and thereby omit these two perameters from

future equations. Further, the jamming antenna will be assumed to be

omnidirectional (G MUG ) for calculation of the glistening area, (in
jm jg

order to obtain the largest terrain patch which contributes to reflection

( at the receiver). Adjustments will be made for actual antenna pattern

in later calculationso

31
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Given ema' lt, and R for a particular geometry, Equation (25)( 2
may be solved for A pd vs, x (where the range is broken up into

intervals of length Ax). For intervals where the glistening area (from

Equation (17)) does nol exist, there is no contribution to the reflected

signal received at Hr The intervals where the glistening area exists

define the ground patch target.,

Thus, Equations (25) mid (26) may be used to determine the terrain
2

reflection coefficient 2d t and the position and spatial spread of the

reflecting ground patch. These parameters characterize the false target

discussed previously,

Additional Doppler Spreading. In addition to the Doppler spreading

addressed above (caused by reflection from a finite-sized ground patch,

and by additional spreading provided by the jwmuier), there is also aome

spreading caused by the amplitude variation (from one facet to another)

of thu ground-reflected signal. (See Figure 13.) This spreading may be

deocribed in terms of the correlation distance T (a 2 ch/Tan e 0. The

time required for Lhe aircraft to move across one correlation length T

is:

t m T/va

This gives additional. frequency spreading on the order of:

rg -Va/T va/( 2 rh/Tan (27)

Thus an additional spreading of F affects the reflected signal. In
g

gene ral, this spreading is negligiblct compared to the spreading A Ft
however, it should be considered if AFt is small (a few hundred Hertz).

Effects of Antenna DWrectivity

Thus far itn the development of the terrain model, it has been

"32
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assumed that both the receive (missile) and the transmit (aircraft)

antennas are omnidirectional. Now, the effects of antenna directivity

will be considered. The receive antenna directivity will be used to

establish the critical range at which the Terrain Bounce problem can

be analyzedt(that ist the range at which the target aircraft is about

to disappear from the missile's 3-db beamwidth). Furthermore, the use

of directive antennas will reduce the effective size of the reflecting

ground patcht since they will not illuminate the entire glistening area.

Thus, the directivity of the 'transmit antenna may be used to define

the location and siz se of the reflecting ground patch.

Critical Range 4  Assuming that the receive antenna has 3-dB beam-

width 833m, it is required that the illuminated ground patch fall within

that beemrwdth. Furthermore, it is desirable that this condition hold

at the range where the target (aircraft) is about to disappear from

the missile's 3-dB besmwidth. Figure 14 indicates the locations of the

target aircraft (A), false target (F, whose location is determined by

thaW of the power centroid of the reflecting ground patch), and the

power centroid (C), with respect to the missile. The angular separation

of the two targets, A 8 (umed in Equation (2)), is given by:

AG-u a~+ a2
1 2

As the missile approaches the targets, A 6 increases to a point where

it exceeds the 3-dB beamwidth of the missile antenna, Beyond this point,

the target which is further from the power centroid will be assumed to

disappear from the main beam. The range at which this occurs will be

called the critical range Rcs Assuming that 6 is 200 and that the

beam is centered on the power centroid (C in Ficure 14), the critical

33
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Figure 14. Geometry for Directive Receive Antenna
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range occurs When:

a IoW 05a3m - 1745 red (26)

it is required that the power centroid be closer to the ground than to

the aircraft. This leads to the requirement that:

8 2 4< 100 (29)

The value 02= .05 rad is chosen in order to provide a »>ý 02.

From Figure 12, 4r9 +ms÷•+ a2' where *r is the receive angle.

For a-2 1 745 red, a 2**05 rad, the requirement in:

r ' - m + .2245 red (30)r ma

For a given value of 9me, and Ht, the critical range Rc is the range at

which the power centroid of the glistening area (considered as a point

target) satisfies Equation (30).

-The choice of a and a2 above will affect the parameters A 9/ 3m

and 8 /A G t used in Section II Equation (2). The ratio of the angular

seapration of targets to the 3-dB beamwidth of the missile is given by:

40 / 83m - al +0 2)/ e3m "643 (31)

The ratio of the error (away from the true target) to the angular

separation of targets is given by:

a /A e -L 1/( at+a2) .777 (32)

These two parameters (used in Equetion (2)) will establish the Jammer

antenna sidelobe requirements and System J/S for a particular value of

2
Pd-
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E.r.ccLive Size of Ground Patch. Using Equation (17), one may

detcrmine the maximum size of the glistening area (y as a function of

x), asstuning omnidirectional transmit and receive antennas* Depending

upon the roughness of the surface, the range, and 89 , the glistening

area ay, be a very extensive patch or a very small patch. In ordev to

reflect the maximum possible energy to t.hu rece-ivarq the entire glisten-

ing area would have to be illuminated *;y the jammere However, the use

of directive transmit and receive ax-;einnas may reduce the effective size

of the reflecting ground patch.

If the glistening area covers most of the area between the trans-

mitter and the receiver, a directive transmit antenna will substantially

reduce the cize of the reflecting ground patch. It is desirable to

choose the transmit antenna directivity such that little reflection is

lost in this size reduction. It is found that the illumination of an

area near the base of the transmitter reflects a large portion of the

transmitted signal towards the missile, and that little reflection is

lost if the illuminated area is reduced to this spot. Thus, using a

plot of A Pd vs. x (from Equation (25)), the transmit antenna directivity

is chosen to illuminate an area which will provide a large return. Then

the critical range Rc is determined based upon this reduced-size ground

patch.

If the glistening area covers only a small area between the trans-

mitter and the receiver, the selection of the transmit antenna directivity

is less subjective. The entire area which will reflect towards the

receiver must be illuminated. The critical range RC is determined based

upon the entire reflecting ground patch.

Terrain Bounce Problem

Thus far, the theoretical roots of the Terrain Bounce Counturmeasure
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htve blon developed. It' is now necessary to relate these concepts to

the Terrain Bounce problem geometry. For a given problem geometry (see

Figure 1), it is necessary to determine the size and location of the

reflecting ground patch, the Doppler frequencies (spread) of the

reflected signal, and the magnitude of the reflected signal. Then, it

is necessary to determine the Jammer offset and additional spreading

required for effective jamming. The Jammer anterva orientation (de-

pression angle and 3-d3 beamwidth) required to illuminate the ground

patch may' oe determined, based upon knowledge of the size and location

of the ground patch to be illuminated. Finally, the magnitude of the

reflected signal, and the location of the reflecting ground patch may

be used to characterize the false target (modeled as a point source

located bvaneeith the ground), to determine the required Jammer antenna

sidelobe levels and the System Jamming-to-Signal ratio.

Unfortunat•ely, there are some uncertainties in any problem geometry,

since the mnissi3e velocity (v,) and the angle of approach ai) are

unknown. Rathea.:' than solve the Terrain Bounce problem for every

possible camet it is possible to examine only a few limiting cames by

formalizing the problem vancertainty.

qncertainties in Problem Geometry. It in assumed that the attack

angle from the missile to the aircraft C 6 from 71'igure 15), is limiteda

to:

50 < a < 350 (33)
a

For head-on approach, (see Figure '5a), 9 an 8+ M + where

*- Sin ((va/vM)Sin*), and e .m Thus:

8 man t a"- Tan-" si (head-on) (34i

(ýos a +(%a/Vm)
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For the case of tail-on approach, (see Figure 15b), a -e -6,

and 4 =1. 0O 9ma, This gives:

0me a a+ + r Tanx Co 'a " (va/Vm) (tail-on) (35)

For side-on approach (path of the missile perpendicular to the path

of the aircraft at the point of intercept (see Figure 15c)), we have:

* + 900 (36)

Sin4  - (Va/v ) Sin) (37)

Equatione (36) and (37) must be solved simultaneously for a given va and

vm° From kigure 15c we have:

Sin 8. wa/Rm

Sine - a/Rma
a -mi/ma

Sin et/Sin 8m R RmaRmi - I/Sin*

These relations give%

sin Oa -sinG 0 /Sin 4

ina E-Sin (Sin90Sin
&Ma

Thus, 9 is bounded by-
ma I

Sin i(Sin 5° Sin 0) m( Sin- (Sin 350 Sin ) (38)

4' is calculated from va (knovn) and v for a range of values of vM,

(I 4' #(vmid)' #2" #(vmax)" The larger of the two values is used in

Equations (34) and (35) above).
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As an examnple of these calculations, it will be assumed that the

aircraft and missile velocities are given by:

va - 200 m/sec

600 m/sea 4 vm 4 800 m/sec

Then$ Equations (34)-(38) give the following limits on the range of ma

4 < 8 < 280 Head-on Approachma

5 8 I < 340 3ide-on Approach (39)
•na

70 < a < 500 Tail-on Approach
ma

Thust the uncertainties in a and v m are built into the limits on

6 me' The only cases which need be considered are thome of head-on

approach ( )t 8ma) tail-on approach ( *=1800- 0 Ia) and side-on approach

(#÷ +*90'), with Vmm-vnn and Vm-Vmax for each case. All possible

-approach angles and missile velocities fall somowhere between -these

extremes.

Methodology. It is now possible to translate the theoretical

concepts of this section into a systematic methodology for solving a

particular Terrain Bounce problem. These steps are:

t. Determine the range of 9ma values required by the uncertalnties

in vm and *, using Equations (34), (35) and (38). This permits all

possible cases (for a particular problem geometry) to be reduced to a

few limiting cases.

2. Examine the characteristics of the glisterning area ( 2 p d
2"J

x from Equation (25) and P from Equation (26)) for varying * ma' ,

and R. The size of the maximum possible glistening area detecnttnes the

choice of transmit antenna directivity. If the glistening area is very
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extensive, the directivity is chosen to illuminate a portion of the

ground which reflects a large fraction of the total possible reflected

sional towards the receiver* If the glistening area is very small, the

directivity is chosen to illuminate the entire ground patch.

3. Lstablish the critical range Rc for a given 0ma and *, using

Equation (30). In cases where the glistening area is very extensive,

it must be reduced by assuming a jammer antenna depression angle and

beamwidth (chosen in Step 2 above). This is the range at which the target

aircraft is about to disappear from the 3-dB beamwidth of the missile

antenna,

4, Calculate the size and magnitude of the glistening area for

e ma' and R0 using Equations (25) and (26). The size of the ground

patch is used to determine a jamming antenna orientation (if not already

selected in Step 2 above). The magnitude of the diffuse reflection

2
coefficient P d) is used to characterize the false target (modeled as

a poipt target beneath the surface of the earth).

5. Calculate the Doppler offset of the ground-bounced signal

associated with points on the reflecting ground patch, using Equation

(10). These frequencies represent the Doppler spreading which occurs

due to the reflection from a finite sized ground patch, rather than a

point source. The uncertainty in vm (used in Equation (8)) further

spreads this range of frequencies* The total range of Doppler frequency
offsets represents al.l possible frequencies which may be available for

These five steps will result in data which is best understood in

Pi grdphic form. Steps 2-5 are performed for the limiting cases of the

problem qeometry (def:ined by the limits on m from Step 1).
ma



The jaimer requirements must be determined to cover all possible limiting

cases. The Jammer requirements vhich result from this analysis ares.

1. The Jammer orientation (depression angle and beamwidth) is

established in SLep 4 above. or by examining the size of the total ground

patch which must be illuminated.

2. The required Doppler offset (fo) and additional spreadingjo
( F) of the jamming signal is determined from Step 5 above, using

Equations (1'I), (C12), and (16).

3. The jammer antenna sidelobe levels (ajm/Gjg) and Systert J/S
2

required to give satisfactory tracking errors are determined using P d

Ifror Step 4) in Equation (2).
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Ill. Application of Theory

Using the methodol'cqy presented in Section II, one may, for a given

problem geometry, determin- the requirements on the Jammer. Table I

gives the problem geometry (for two cases ef terrain roughness) for a

possible Terrain Bounce situation.

Choice of to

The values chosen for B correspond with gentl*Y rolling terrain

(jeon'l rad), and with very rugged terrain ( -1 rad). Using the

definition (Reference 7: 22):.

Tanpe - 2 h /T (40)

Tan j0 may be interpreted as a mean value of the ratio of vertical

to horizontal irregularities, and represents a mean-square value of the

slope of the irregularities (Reference 7: 251). For relatively level

terrain, if it is assumed that:

7h •O(M m)

T O(i0 m)

(where 0() indicates order of magnitude), then 0e is on the order of

.% rad. For very rough terrain, if it is assumed that:

T O(1. m)

then is on the order of I red.

These values for 00 are comparable to the values of •max

(Tan •JJ maximum slope of the surface irregularities), where 8
m Ax max

is equal to a i~ew deqrees (0(.1 red)) for relatively level ierrain, and

6 approaches 900 (O(M rad)) for iery rugged terrain.ma:x



S~TABTXF I

PROBLEM GEOMETRY

Target Altitude (Ht) 100 111

Target Velocity (va) 200 m/sec

Missile Velocity Cvm) 600 - 800 m/sec

Terrain Rcughness Factor (0 ) .1 re&, I red

Range of Expected Dive Anqlea SO - 350

(6 a from Missile to Target)
of Approach Forward Hemisphere

Transmit wavelength C>) .03 m
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The value of ,Q for actual terrain may be determined by approxi-
0

matincg G 1max and using:

V Cot 2  max

max 0Tan'410/Z/ 7 ) (41)

wherea o is the measured bistatic scattering coefficient, Note that

care should be taken to measure a over a small area of terrain, sinre

averaginq its value over an area larger than the glistening area

00

(1.9 I •. .9a) will result in a reduction in the measured value of oo

Some measurements of a have been published by Ohio State University

(Reference 12). The Ohio State data measured the bistatic scattering

coefficient for very level terrain. The reflected signals from some

terrain samples exhibited very large specular components, indicating that

the terrain was not very rough* The data gives 0 max (averaged over

rN *t+- 1'0 ) on thn order of +15 dB for come terrain samples (loam at

* t-4.0° Horizontal Polarizatior; smooth sand at 400-700, Horizontal

Polarization), which gives 0 on the order of .1 cad. For roughermax

terrain samples, the reflected signal exhibited very small specular com-

porents, ThVe data gives w on the order of -5 dB for some terrain

samples (rough send at +t =20 , Horizontal Polarization; dry grass at

t v20 Horizontal Polarization), which gives max on the order of
1 rade Equation (18) for 0 reqwtres Gmax to be small enough ouch

that . w Tan JS for ;I max, This assumption i1 satisfied only

LG the o'der of magnitude for 8maxi' tad, since Tan(1 rad)-1&56,

l •Thus, the results obtained for j9 o rad are probably at the limit of

the applicability of Equation (18).

(, Application of methodology

/ j Limits on 9 " The limiting cases for the problem geometry ofMa
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Table I are given by Equation (39):

0 040 e 8 28 , rm Ga head-on approach
(72' for v -600 m/see)

02
50• @ . 340 % ( m) side-on approcach

ma ' 1760 for vrimO00 M/sec

Characteristics of G.istening Area, For the case of 0 el rad, the

glistening area covers muth of' the range between the target and the

receiver. Figure 16 shows the glistening area for a ground range of
mS40 2

Rw1OOO m and & Using Equation (26), .t is found that 2P d .a n

large value in a• region roughly 50-150 meters from the base of the target

AM m and R are varied, the clistening area varies somewhat; but a

large value of continues to come from a region 50-'150 metere froir

the target. Much of the reflection can be u.l.lired if the Jammer antenna

illumination ts restricted to this area. Using Figure 17, it is found

that a jtmimer antenna depression angle of 500 from the horizontal, mnd

a beamwidth of 300 will ill'minate the patch desired. (Note that the

size of the glistening area has beer, substantially reduced by assuming

a directive, rather than omnidirectional target antenna patterns)

For the case of $ nol rad, the glisaeni.ng area e~hli.ts pjite

difEorent behavior than for r9-= ad. As shown in Figure 18, the

position of the glistening area with raspect to the t"rcget changes with

R. It also varioe w.th G m* For these reasons, it is not possible to

imrnediately select a jammer tntenna pattetrn which will always illuminato

the area dcaired.

Critical Ran2Re. The critical. ranqe R is calrulated using Equation

(30), For the case of w .4 red, the antenna directivity has already

been determined. .hus, Rc Is calculated based upon the '.educed-sized

glistening exea, for the desiied range of m valuen. The calculated
ma
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Figure 16. Characteristics of Glistening Area for .I redt R- 1.000 m,
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Figure T7. Illumination )f Gr ound Patch for 0 w I rad
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Figure 18, Characteristics of Glistening Area for I - .1. rad, Varying
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values oi R are presented in Table 11,

C

For the case of -=.1 rad, Rc is calculated based upon the entire

glistening area (unreduced by directive antenna patterns), using the

criterion of Equation (37). Figure 19 plots the size and magnitude of

the cilistenina areas for several limiting values of 8 (9 040 and 280ma ma

for bead-on approach, and 9 e=5 and 340 for side-on approach). Inter-ma

mediate values of 9 generate glistening areas which fall within thesema

limits. From Figure 19, the maximum area to be illuminated extends from

70-510 meters from the target. The calculated values of R are presented

in Table i11.

Size and Maqnitude of Glistenina Area. Using Equations (25) and
2F

(26), the diffuse reflection coefficient (P ) may be determined for each
d e

case of B ma' Rc, and @. Tables Ii and III give the calculated values

of p 2 for these two examples. The Tables also include the size and

ponition of each glistening area, using the following parameters:

Rt w ground distance from target to center of glistening area

S - spatial spread of ground patch about the center

The quantity Rt±- S/2 indicates the ground distance of the near and far

edges of the ground patch from the target.

Assumption of Point Source at Ground Patch. In calculations up to

this point, it has been assumed that the glistening area may be considered

as a point target. This assumption may now be validated by comparing the

the angular size of the ground patches to the missile 3-dfB beamwidth.

Since the glistening area is rather 'narrow in azimuth, the wize of the

patch in elevation angle is of primary concern. The angular size of the
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TABLE 11

CHARACTERISTICS OF REFLECTED SIGNAL

Geometry of Table I 8 0 = I rad

00

Approach 6 ma c (m R±- S (m d 2 •'.1. (.l800 in/sec

Head-on 40 560 60-%40 .05711 1734.4-3533.8

1942,6-3669o2

100 580 60-%40 .05979 1500.2-3294*0
1718.6-3422.6

150 590 60-140 .06193 1237.6-3045.5
1460.6-3167.6

200 580 60-140 .06424 940.8-2762.1
1%77,2-2882.8250 570 60-140 .06642 579,8-2432.8

820.7-2548.6
280 560 60-140 .06776 341,6-2217.1

584,6-2329.9

Side-on 5 0 560 60-140 *05768 939.0-1347.2
51087.7-'i072*6-1279,6

200 580 60-140 906424 747.8-113294
974.1- 925.6-1085.1

40 560 60-140 .07065 305,1- 818.7
598.5- 566.6- 798.4

a Ft 305.1 - 3669.2 = 3364.1 Hz

(A Fl)min- 160 Hz
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(a) Head-on Approach
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(b) SSAi&-on Approach

Figure 19. Characteristics of Glistening Area for so .I red, R -R
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t I

TABLE III

( CHARACTERISTICS 0F REFLECTED SIGNAL

Oeometry of Table I: o .I rad

2 A~i(•)vm 0 600 m/sec
Approach 8 R (m) Rt t A (m) PH)Vm &Pm/Vec

liead-on 40 910 260-510 .7822 970,4-601,5-660,0
1306.4."730A,4-764"0

t0 880 180-330 .,7437 558,9-541..6-841.9
871.0-713t9-944.2

150 800 140-260 .773"1 462,8-1033,3
697.1.-685.4."144.8

200 760 120-220 .76-17 277.5-1060.2
502,7-1172.0

250 6Po 1.00-180 .7282 153.4-11.49.9
377.4-1267*2

280 640 100-160 .6046 18.0.1020.5
295.3-1068'09

Side-on 50 910 210-460 I8570 793,0.411,8-417*91088.9-474.9

R0° 760 120-220 .7617 B08.8-461.0-555*8
768,5m600,9-61848

340 540 70-130 .6788 349.8-705.1
627.3-607.9-741.7

pt . 18.0 - 1306.4 Hz E 1288.4 Hz

-~F 95 HE
2 min

,, ~52



ground patch is given by:

size #'rmax " r,rmn (42)

where occurs at the edge of the ground patch nearest the receiver,

and ri occurs at the edge 'of the patch nearest the target. From

r ~max
Figure 20:t

# r~max - Tan' (H r/(R-X a))

'rtmin 0 Tan' (Ht/(R-x)))

Hr W Ht + R Tanama

For the two cases considered hera, the maximum *size is about 80. This

angular size corresponds to less than half the missile bemnwidth ( 3m)

and the glistening area would appear to be reasonably approximated as a

point targets

Doppler Offset and Sproading. Now that the size and location of the

glistening area (as modified by the jammer antenna directivity) have been

determiined (as a function of Rd 9 I m and *), the problems of Doppler

offset and spreading may now be addressed. Using Equation (8), the

difference in Doppler frequency between the direct path jamming signal

and the reflected signal may be calculated for points along the glistening

area at intervals A x. The reflected signal associated with each point

must be spread in Doppler to account for the uncertainty in vm (ime.,

600 rn/s. c c vm 4 800 m/sec in Equation (8)). From one end of the glisten-

ii.,q area to the other, the range of Doppler offsets (AFi) is determined.

•lebles II and III 1ist A Fi for the 'two cases considered here. Due to

uncertainty in the problem geometry, the ranges of A Fi which arise

from all possible values of Rc, Ina' and ' must be covered by the Jammer.

53
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This total range (A Ft) is givon for each case of 8ma in Tables IV and

V. The additional spreading which is described by Equation (27) is also

included in Tables IV and V. In both cases, F is substantially smallerg

than AFt, and will be neglected.

Jammer Reqjuirements

Jenmer Antenna Orientation. The Jammer mntenna orientation may be

established based upon the location of the ground patch that is required

to be illuminated. For =I4 red, the antenna orientation ham already
been assumed ( 9 depr50°, 0 3"30°). For jo-.1 rad, the area to be

illuminated extends from 70-510 meters from the target. From Figure 21,

it may be concluded that an antenna depression angle of 330 and a 3-dB

boamwidth of 440 would illuminate the entire ground patch desired.

Thus$ the antenna directivity in elevation has been established.

However, the illumination of the terrain in azimuth is also of concern.

Using Equation (17) for y (the Nwidth of the glistening area), it is

found that for either case = 1- rad, or Po-.• red), the glistening

area is rather narrow in azimuth* Thus, an area almost directly between

the receiver (missile) and the target (aircraft) murt be illuminated at

all times. Since the angle of approach of the missile is unknown within

the forward hemispheze, it is necessary to illuminate half of an annular

region around the aircraft, (See rigure 22.)

ýpp._r Offset and Additional Spreading. Using Equations (11) and

(12), the required Jammer Doppler offset (Cf) and spreading (AF 5 ) may
jos

be calculated. Howev,,r, it may be seen that for both cases, f doesmin

not satisfy Equaticn '(12). Thus, Equations (C4) and (15) are used for

both cases (using f'=GOU Hz). The calculated values off' f A F', and
jo s

SF aru given in Tables IV and V.

Di'fffti Reflection Coefficient. Using Equation (26) one may find

IV. 56



I

ThBLE IV

SUIAIARY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF REFLECTED SIGN4AL

= I rad

Characteristics of Jammer and Anbenna

Reflected Signal Requirements

Rt S -60-140 m 6 depr .5008 de-a 300

A 2t 3364.1 Hz f i 1987 Hz f3 o 0  2150 Hz

F 155.7 liz AF - 4364 Hz A -l w 3300 HzP9 5

(±22182 Hz) (±1650 Hz)

"I - (A"OFcIn

3300 - '160 - 3140 Hz

2ed

D Does not account for losses due to absorption by terrain.
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TABLE V

SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF REFLECTED SIGNAL

*o I ad

Characte-istics of Jammer and Antenna

Reflected Signal Requirements

Rt S - 70-510 m 6 depr 330

3a 44

t= 2884 Hz -o 662 Hz fjo = 950 Hz
F - 1000 Hz a F - 2288 Hz APO' - 900 Hz

(,1-144 Hz) (t450 Hz)

- 900 - 95 - 805 Hz

" 2 6046 "d

Does not account for losses due to absorption by terrain* '

Vi
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rigure 21. Illuminiation of Ground Patch for 0 .1. rad

T

Figure 22.. Illumination in Azimuth for Jammring in Forward Hemisphere
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2the diffuse reflection coefficient p (Tables I1 and III cive the

values of P d for various cases included in the problem being considered.)

rihe reflection coefficient is used in Equation (2) to determine the System

J/S and antenna sidelobe levels (Gjm/G jg) required of the jammer.

Since the Jammer must be adequate for even the worst case of re-

d2

(See Tobles' IV and V.) Since 2 has been derived from an idealized

model, (rather than measured from actual terrain), it must be reduced

to account for loss (La) due to absorption by the terrain. (Note that

the loss factor should not be included here if it has already been in-

"corporated into the terrain model, or if Pd is a measured value.) It

is assumed that La-10, •which is a reasonable value (to the order of

magnitude) for vegetation-covered terrain (Reference 3L 690)., Actual

absorption losses are a function of terrain covering (vegetationg soil,

etc,), moisture content, and frequency.
2

.Using the calculated value for p d ; the selected value for AG /8 3M
(-,643 from Equation (3,1)); and assuming a value of 9 /3-. Equation

(2) may be plotted in terms of the angular error 0/A8 'vr. (31S) for

various values of Gt. (See Figures 23 and 24.) From Equation (32), the

angular error is required to be .777. The plots show the valu6 of (J/S)s

which is required for a pa-.ticular value of Gt.

The parameter Gt is given by Equation (4):

Gt - (Gjm/Gjg) (43)

where G jm/Gjg determines the required jammei videlobe level.

Loss Factor. In general, Gt must be reduced by a loss factor (L).

The loss factor may be brokem up into a loss and a gain factor which

60
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,Sr ",I rad

Aq/0 3 ..643

2
p .00571

a = -2"J- -50 dB

e-.40 dB

-30 dB

.6

-20 dB

.2

0 L J--'---------"L

10 15 kO 25 30 35 40 45 K
(J/S) (dB)

Fi-gure 23. Angular Error vs. System J/S (0 1 rad)
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0 *1. rad

Go/93' .3

A 8/83= *.643
2

P d w.06046

Gt w -15 - -40 dB

1.0 -0d

.6

.4

.2

0 5 10.5 20 25 30 35

(J/S) (dB)

r1gura 24. Angular Error vs. System J/S 00 ~ 1 rad)
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affect the countermeasure:

L = F/ L (44)
a

where L is the loss due to Doppler spreading of the signal, and F is

the gain due to shifting of the direct path Jamming signal out of the

Doppler Bandwidth of the missile.

The loss due to Doppler spreading by the Jammer (L ), is the amount

by which the spread jamming signal exceeds the Doppler Bandwidth of the

missile.

Ls = A Fa / BW (45)

where BW is the missile Doppler Bandwidth in Hz.

A Doppler filter parameter F will be used to represent the gain

due to shifting the direct path jwmrnng signal out of the missile's

Doppler bandwidth (to an assumed -30 dB Doppler filter sideband level):

0 dB if direct path Jamming signal falls within

3mi0sile Doppler Bandwidth+30 dB if direct path jamming signal falls outside (46)
missile Doppler Bandwidth

Tables VI and VII give the losses and gains for the two cases

considered here, along with G m/G g.

System J/S vs. Sidelobe Levels. Using Equation (43) and the

calculated loss and gain factors, the required Jamnmer System J/S may

be related directly to the antenna sidelobe levels (G jm/G ). Table

j" VIII summarizes the results for the two cases of the problem under

consideration.

Results

For the problem geometry of Table I, (with Jo=1 rad, and Po=.i rad),
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TABLE VI

SYSTEM J/S AND JAMMER SIDELOBE LEVELS

A = rad
2o

p / La .05711/10 , .005711
d a

Gt 0 /m/G g (I/S) a

-50 dB -26.02 dB 25.5 dB

-40 dB -16.02 dB 25.5 dB

-30 dB - 6.02 dB 27.5 dB

G t a (G3jm/Gjgý IIFIL a

L - -6,02 dB F *+30 dB

Gt dB 23.98 dB G m/Gig dB

TABLE VII

SYSTEM J/S AND JAMMER SIDELOBE LEVELS
00 0 ol tad

22 d /La ' 6046/20 ..06046

et Gjm/Gjg (J/S)a

-50 dB -22.30 dB 15.3 dB

-40 dB. -1J2.30 dB 15.3 dB

-30 dB - 2,30 dB 1.54 dB

Gt - (G Jm/G jg)/(F/La)

La m -2.30 dB F + 30 dB

Ot dB + 27#70 dB Gjm/Gjg dB
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TABLE VII=

SUMMARY OF JAMMER REQUIREMENTS FOR PROBLEM GEOMETRY OF TABLE I

00' m rad 00 Mel rad

Beamwidth ( 8 3a) 500 330

Depression Angle (0 depr) 300 440

Doppler Offset (f'o) 250.. Z 950 Hz

Doppler Spread (A F.) 3300 Hz 900 Hz

(+1650 Hz) (±45O Hz)
Additional Spread (AF•) 3140 Hz 805 Hz

Azimuth Coverage ISO0  1.800

A643 .643

G/A8 .777 9777

Gj /Gjg (J/5)0 /0 (G/WS)

jti~jga jm/ jg

-26,02 dB 25,5 dB - 22,30 dB 15.3 dB

-16.02 dB 25.5 dB - 12.30 dB 1.5.3 dB

- 6.02 dB 27.5 dB - 2.30 dB 1545 dB

I
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"the Janmer antenna directivity (depression angle, elevation and azimuth

beam'widths), sidelobe levels (G0M/G g) have been determined, along with

the required Doppler offset (f ) and additional spreading (A F ) andjo .1
(J/S) for the jammer. These results are summarized in Table VXII.

The Doppler offset and spreading permit most of the illuminated terrain

to reflect at frequencies which will fall within the missile's Doppler

Bandwidth. At the same time, the jammer's direct path signal is shifted

outside the Doppler Bandwidth, (greatly reducing the required 3emmer

sidelobe levels for a given (J/S)

In general, the Jammer requirements of Table VIII should be attain-

able with state-of-the-art technology* Note that for Gt greater than

some maximum, the required angular error can not be achieved for any

System J/S. For Gt below some level (about -40 dB for either case of

So)9 a further reduction in Gt does not substantially reduce (J/S),.

Problems for J

SApproach From Rear Hemisphere The geometry not treated in the

pzeceeding example is that for missile approach from the rear hemisphere.

Preliminary investigation of approach from this direction indicates that

the Terrain Bounce Countermeasure will not be as successful for this

geometry, as it may be for forward approach. (See Tables IX and X.)

The ground-bounced signal may have zero Doppler offset from the direct

path signal. This phenomena would require the Jammer to do one of the

following:

I* Utilize only a small fraction of the possible reflected signal
2

offsets. (This will substantially lower the reflection coefficient p

and thereby require higher System J/S and lower jammer antenna sidelobe

levels.)
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TABLE IX
TAIL-ON APPROACH

Geometry of Table I z 00 1. rtad

Approach G R (m) (m) 2 Fi (Hz)IV
-a C v = 800 m/sec

m

Tail-on 70 580 60-140 .05822 - 377.0--2646.9
0 - 171.7--2520.0

0o 580 60-140 *05979 - 195.1--2525.7
+ 22.8--2397.5

200 580 60-140 .06424 + 460.8--2046.0
0 0+ 696.9--1925.4

30° 550 60-140 006863 +1020*5--1929.4
+1244.9--1829.8

400 480 60-140 *07359 +2243.7-- 6119.5

00 +2504.3-- 513.9
50° 390 60-140 ,07971 +3027.4-- 273.8

+3269.1-- 190.6
AFt +3269,1--2646.9 = 5916,0 Hz

TABLE X

TAIL-ON APPROACH

Geometry of Table I : 0 " .1 rad

Am2 V = 600 m/sec
Approach ma R (m) Rt + S (m) Pd iFi (Hz) m -800 r/sec

m

Tail-on 70 910 210-410 .7891 + 851.2--167.0
0 0 +1107.7-- 69.4

10° 880 180-330 .7434 + 781.6--231.8
+1005.4--130.1

200 760 120-220 .7617 +1057.4--397.8
+1282.4--286.3

300 600 80-140 .G619 +1062.8--653,9

+1266*9--53o0
400 430 60-100 .5396 +1284,8--467*5

+1497.7--337*4
500 290 40- 70 .4366 +1301.0--524#0

+1496*1--405*1
A Ft w +1497.7. -653.9 - 2151.6 Hz
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2. Utilize all possible reflected signal offsets. (This wil allow

the spread jammer direct path signal to remain within the missile's

Doppler Bandwidth. Consequently, the gain factor F (from Equation (46)

becomes 0 diB, and significantly lower antenna sidelobe levels will be

required for a given (J/)s.)s

Disappearance of Ground Target. A fundamental problem with the

Terrain Bounce Countermeasure is that it may be disrupted by large dis-

continuities in the terrain. The terrain model developed in Section II

involves reflection from many elementary facets of the terrain. This

permits the assumption that any fluctuations in the reflected signal

(due to changing R and 9 ma) will be rapid and (on the average) have no

effect on the tracking. However, if the terrain exhibits large discon-

tinuities (for example, buildings or cliffs), it is possible that the

ground patch may disappear entirely from the missile beam. If the ground

target disappears at a range greater than Rc then there is a good chance

that it will reappear before the missile deviates from its course enough

to matter, (provided that the discontinuity is very short in extent).

If the ground target disappears at a range less than Rc, then there is

little chance that the missile can reacquire the true target (since

the target is already outside the missile's 3-dB beamwidth). Thus, we

are primarily concerned about the disappearance of the ground target at

the critical range Rco

It is assumed that the missile is tracking the power centroid at

range Rc* If the ground target disappears at this time (causing the

power centroid to shift up to the aircraft), the missile will change

course in an attempt to impact the aircraft.

Figure 25 shows the geometry of the problem. v.1 is the initial
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(a) Chango of velocity vector from vI (aimed at impact

with powar centroid) to v2  (aimed at impact with

true target)
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velocity vector of the missile, aimed at the projected point of impact

with the power cent.'oid* v2 is the corrected velocity vector, (that

necessary in order to impact with the actual target). If the power

centroid should disappear at the criti.,cal range Rc, the missile will

undergo an acceleration to correct its velocity vector to V". It is

assumed that the ulssile undergoes normal acceleration, (that is, the

magnitude of its velocity vector does not change). The normal accelera-

tion (a) required for n direct hit is given by:

2a i /r (47)

where r=AR/(2 Sin a1 ), from Figure 25, vm is the magnitude of v. and

v. 2 is given by Equation (28) ( a =0 Ad A RR mR/Cos2 1 R=.=R/Com 8ma

Thus the required acceleration is given by:

a . 2 Sin(100 ) VmCOS 8 ma/.'c a .3473 VmCosa ma/Rc (48)

Assutming that the missile has a rac'ýus of kill of 20 meters, R in

Equation f48) is replaced by R c 20 m. Calculations of Equation (48)

for the extreme values of m are given in Table XI. For a missile

with a inaximium ecceleration capability of 20 g's, (approximately 200 m/sec),

thi calculations indicate that a rrlss can not be guaranteed for the

problem geometry of Table I. For v =800 m/sec there will be a miss form

all target geomatries considered. However, for vM= 600 m/sec, there may

be a hit for almost all target geometries, and the countermeasure may be

unsuccessful. (Note, however, that the ndsrile may still be driven

off target if the ground patch reappears within the missile beamwidth.)

Thus, if the reflecting ground patch disappears at the critical

range Rc, the success of the countermeasure is qvestionanle. Although

vm and 0me can not be controlled by the target aircraft, the aircraft
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TABLE XT

MISSILE ACCELERATION REQUIRED FOR TARGET HITT
Missile Kill Radius = 20 m

Ao I iad

Approach Rc (m) Gma a (m/see ) a (in/sec )

(vm-600 M/30c) NO 800 m/bec)

Head-on 560 4 215.0-231.0 382.3-410,6
560 28 190.3-204.4 338.4-363e4

0Side-on 560 50 214.7-230.6 381.8-410.0
560 34 178.7.192.0 317,7-34'1,3

Tail-on 580 7 206.8-221.6 367.7-394.0
190 50 196,0-217.2 348.5-386.2

*O .I rad

Approach Rc (m) 0 a (m/sec ) a (m/sec )
C ma

(vmU600 (m/ser) (v =600 n/sec)

Head-on 910 4° 3.-4. 3.-4.
0

He d- n 410 48 0 34.1•-140 .1 • 238.4 -249,1
640 2S 167.3-178.1 297,4-316.5

Side-on 91.0 5 0 133.9-139,9 238.1-248,8
540 340 185.1-199.3 329.1-354,4

Tail-on 910 7°0 133.4.139.4 237,2-247,9
290 500 259ý3-297.7 460.9-529,2
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altitude (Which establishes the location of the glistening area, and

consequently R c), can be controlled. F'or the specific missile capa-

bilities expected to be encountered, it may possible to tailor the

problem~ for tho desired target miss.
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IV. Stumarv- Conclusions, and Recommendations

In Section II, the theoretical basis for the Terrain Bounce

Countermeasure was developed. This included analysis of the two-

target tracking problem, -'he Doppler offset of the terrain-reflected

signal, and a model for rough terrain. A methodology was presented

for solving the Terrain Bounce problem. In Section II1, the metho-

dology was applied to a specific problem geometry (Table I). The

resulting Jammer requirements are given in Table VIIo.

Conclusions

On the basis of this research, it may be concluded that the Jammer

requirements for the Terrain Bounce Countermeasure (for missile approach

from the forward hemisphere) appear to be achievable within the state-

of-the-art of antenna design, for the particular problem geometry and

missile IF Bandwidth assumptions used in the calculations. Doppler

offset and spreading of the Jamming signal permit most of the illuminated

terrain to reflect at frequencies which will fall within the missile

Doppler Band%.idth. At the same time, the Jammer's direct path signal

may be shifted outside the Doppler Bandwidth (greatly reducing the

required Jammer sidelobe levels for a given System J/S). The Jammer

requirements for an actual Terrain Bounce problem are dependent upon

the problem geometry, the uncertainties in that geometry, certain missile

parameters (IF Bandwidth and antenna pattern), and the terrain reflectivity.

For Jammer antenna sidelobe levels greater than some maximum value,

the required angular error can not be achieved for any System J/S. For

sidelobe levels below some level, any further reduction in the sidelobe

level does not substantially reduce the required System JIS.

A preliminary ztudy of the Terrain Bounce problem for riidssile
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approach from the rear hemisphere indicates that the jammer require-

ments may be much more stringent than those for the forward hemisphere,

since the jamier may not be able to shift the direct path jamming signal

outside the missile Doppler Bandw.idth without sacrificing most of the

reflection from the terrain.

The success of the Terrain Bounce Countermeasure is doubtful if

discontinuities in the terrain cause the ground patch target to disappear

at the critical range.

In general, the success of Terrain Bounce Jamming depends upon

illumination of a patch of ground which will reflect adequate energy

towards the missile* This requires knowledge of the roughness of the

terrain, as well as terrain absorption losses* It was found that the

Doppler shifting required of the jamming signal (in order to force the

reflected signal into the missile's Doppler Bandwidth) may be employed

to shift the direct-path jamming signal out of the Doppler Bandwidth.

This phenomena greatly reduces the requirements tor low antenna sidelobe

levels, and shoulO be utilized if at all possible.

Recommendations
V

It is recommended that the Terrain Bounce problem be examined

further for the case of missile approach from the rear hemisphere.

it is also recommended that quantitative measurements of Wo be

made on terrain types which are likely to be involved in a Terrain-

Bounce situation. Many experiments have been done for monostatic

reflection, but the data available on bistatic reflection is sparse,

and is highly dependent upon measurement technique. In particular, care

should be taken to measure the parameter over smell areas, since the

illum•ination of a ground patch which is larger than the glisten.Lng area

0will result in an average a which is smaller than the theoretical
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value.

Further investigation into the effects of fluctuation of the

reflected signal at discontinuities in the terrain is also desirable.
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Appendix A

Derivation of Received Voltage at Phase Detector (vpd)
Equations (1) and (2) of Section II are derived in this Appendix

(Reference 26: Chapter 4, 186-189).

For the Amplitude-Comparison Monopulse system and noncoherent sources,

the signals at the outputs of the two antennas are:

vi =V2 g(%..Gd) Cos w1t + V2 g(C2 -e Cos w2t

v 2  V 1 g(8+1÷ 5 ) Cosw~t + V2 g(9 2 +89) Cos w2t

where s is the squint angle, V a and V2 are the amplitudes of the signals

from sources A and A 2 ' A and w2 are the frequencies of the signals

from the two sources. The inputs to the sum and difference channels are:

vSUM"V. ag(G1 -2s;+gC 1+9)Cos 41t + v2 (g(9 2t ++g(8 2+8))Cosw 2t

v frv (g( 8- a)-g(8 O +G))cos 1, t + V2 (g( )-g(9 2 +G))cos - 2t

At the output of the I-F amplifier, the signals are,.

v F,,s-KIF(V 1 (g( al- Eq)g9(• 1+%))Cos wIF1 t+V2 (g(0 2- %)+g(& 2+95 ))cosW rF2t)

ir , d' IF 1V1 (g ( al- es) -g ( 81÷ 88) ) Cos W, IF-t÷2 (• 2- ts) -9 ( 92 + 8)) Cos w, IFt)

where the gains of the sum and difference channels are assumed to be the

same and equal to KIF; 0' and 0' are the intermediate frequenciesIFI. IF

of the two signals. The phase detector takes the average value of the

product of v FPs and VIF,d* At the output of the phase detector, we have:

,pI K (V • (,g 2 (8 -9)-g 2 (9+e)) + V2(•g2( .•-)g2 (S+ ( sM

where Kpd is the phase detector constant.

Target A. will be used as a point of reference, and the angle 9 will

be measured from this point. This gives:

C, am

#2" -A6
(,
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Defining p = V /V 2 gives:

pdp 2 (+))+(g 2 ((e--)-g 2 ( )) (A-I.)

Setting v pd=0 in Equation (A-1) gives:

2 (g 2 (D.G) . g2 (D+)) .(g 2 (,..6- ) . g2 (,4 .9k))

or,

g (G-eQ + g (8-9_-A&)= • g (e )+g (G+ %-A ) (A-2)

For a Gaussian antenna pattern:

g(0) - go exp(-2 In2 ( 0 3m)C2

g2(±•) 2 g 2 exp(-4 1n2 ((6 ±26 #+2 +)/89 ))

AG exp(-4 ln2C(92 +Aa -_2 9 (9+9.) A 8+2 P )/ 2 )). 0lp - s - 3m

Substituting these values into Equation (A-2) above, and elitinating
the common factors of g20 and expC-4 in2 ( 8 + sVe 2 have:

B 3m),w ae

2exp(-4 1n2 (_2 &G/8m ) + exp(-4 1n2 (A8 2 -2(- -2 )/ 2
o 3m

2 exp(-4 ln2 (26 a/923m) + exp (-4 1n2 (A 2-2(G.95 )92+2.95 )/93

Re-arranging terms gives:

ex(8l 2 8 s 2 2 '
exp(8 ln2 ( 2-C(+exp(-4 2n2 (A62_2( )A)/9B 3m 3m

3m ex(1 2n2 2/ 2_
2xp(- ln2 990 2 1 (+exp)(-4 = (A34) 2 (G+8)A)/S2÷exp(-3m 12a3m

2 n 2 C9.2e.
C2 -2 (,&G 3m2 ) exp(-86 in2(•9 /)2

C +exp(-4 1n2 (A _2/G a 3m

2 2 2
3m +exp(-4 12 ((AD / m )-2(0/9 3m)(AG /a 3,)))exp(-8 1n2 (9/s ) (A/3m)

2 2
S+exp(-4 ln2 (A )/-2(8103T) /9 )exp(8 1n2 (0/03) (AO/93 )

3exp(-16 n2 999 2m) (A-3)
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This trcnscendental equation will be used to solve for angular error

( /A v e) vs. the system parameters built into 2 (the System J/S and

the jammer antenna sidelobe levels).
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Appendix B

Derivation of Power Ratio ( 2)

Equations (3) and (4) of Section I1 are derived in this Appendix.

It is assumed that the target aircraft is illuminated by a radar at

range Rra and the return signal is received by a semi-active missile at

range Rma (See Figure 1) The power received at the missile due to thema'

target is given by:

P 2Prt PrGa t (B-1)
t ra2 24wr 1a 4wRmo 4w

where
Pr e power of radar

Gma = gain of missile in direction of aircraft

Gra = gain of radar in direction of aircraft

a. m target cross section

If the target aircraft offsets the received signal in Doppler, and

re-transmits it toward the ground (with part of the signal returning

directly to the missile), the power received by the missile due to the

target aircraft becomes:

( 2
P rt Y rra at ± G Jr In X

d R 4vRfl 2  4 w 4w 2  4w 7r(B2
rama ITm

where

G - gain of Jammer in direction of missile

G - gain of jammer in direction of radar
ir

G - gain of repeaterr
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It will be assumed that the illuminated ground patch may be replaced

by a point source located below the ground (Figure 2-b), and that the

reflection from the ground may be represented by a constant reflection

coefficient times the signal incident upon the ground. Thus, the power

received by the missile due to the false target (at range Rrf R7 ) is given

by:

2_p
Prf 4,P G GR 2  4G

*4 Rra r RMf

where

GUg - gain of jammer in direction of ground

Grog - gain of missile in direction of ground

Rmf , distance from missile to false target

2
P - reflection parameter

The effective Jamming to Signal ratio is given by the ratio of

received powers (Equation (B-2) divided by Equation (B-3):

2 (a /( GG r GjrG/4 v ))Gma
2ma t 2t 2 (r-4

\ v 2) ( X 2Gjr/4 7)(Gig , 2/(4: R f))Gmg Mg

it is assumed that Gma-Gmg as long as both the target and thb qround

patch are within the missile's 3-d8 beamwidth# Thus$

Rmf t X A )GG jMG
2 • ( ) ( .. . .. rj .2 (B-5)

M X2/4 jgJr
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The System Jamming to Signal Ratio (J/S) is given by:

22

W/S) G 0r /(4T4wRm) u ( A2 /4r)G GrGjr (B-6)
(JISjs gma

2
t •ma t
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Appendix C

Derivation of Doppler Offset of Reflected Signal from Direct Path Signal

Equation (8) of Section II is derived in this Appendix.

Figure 7 shows the overall system geometry for the problem. From

Figure 7 we have:

R g 11H/Sint (C-1)

RMg - Hr/Sin r (C-2)

Rma M R/Cos 8 n (C-3)

Figure C-Ia indicates the geometry of the velocity vectors of the

missile and aircraft. ' is the angle between va arkd m (the linea ma

of sight between the aircraft and the missile). • , the angle between m

and "ama , must be determnined In terms of 4's Rma Rai, and Rmi are

the ranges between the missile and the aircraft; the aircraft and the

projected point of intercept; and the missile and the projected point of
intercept. R and RL. are the ground projections of Rma and Rae

Assurd.ug that and va are constant, we have:
Vm a

t Rai /va W Rmi/Vm (C-4)

where t is the time to intercept. This givesJ

R -(v /V)R (C-5)

From trigonometry:

ma/Sin(.80° - Ri/Sin Ri/Sin (C-6)
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Equations (C-5) and (C-6) give:

R a =RmaSin p /Sin(I0- ( a /v )R maSin /Sin('180-#-")

Sin 0=(v a/v m)Sin

S-Sin- ((va/Vm)Sin 41) (C-7)

Figure C-lb shows the geometry of v8  and 2 (the path from thea ga
aircraft to the ground). A triangle is formed by sides RaiVRga, and Rgio

Rd, x•v and R;, are the ground projections of these sides. -9 is the

angle between v% and Xga, and may be found from:
a g

Rgi 2= R g2 + R2a - 2 RaiRgaCOs (C-8)

where RL - Rai (assuming that the aircraft is in level flight), and

Rga is given by Equation (C-1). R qi may be found from:

R2 2 R,2 (C-9)
gi.Ht *gR .

IR gi may be found from Figure C'I~b:

R2 It2+ - 2 x. R I Cos 'V'(C40gi I. ai.(-0

From Figure C-Ia:

2 R2 2
Cos" - Ra2 +R - R CosG (C-11)ai ml a

2 RRai

9 - Sin '((Hr-Ht)/Rmi) , Sin' (R Tan Gma/R i) (C-12)

Rmi is found from:

Rf - (V /V/) R R. Sin */Sin(I8O0 -+ - () (C-13)
Mi m a ai m
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Using Equations (c,-12) and (C-13) in Equations (C-I1) and (C-10), we have:

2 2 2 2 2 2  2  -'
2g, u Rai + X -.- (x /R)(R R - RC(C-I)

Using Equation (C-14) 'n Equation (C-9) gives:

2 e2 . *2 2 2 2- R Cos2 2,(,5

Using Equations (C015) and (C-1) in Equation (C-8) gives:

I7 M Cos (C-16)
/ 2 R, aX.

Figure C-.c alicws the geometry of ; and x (the path from them mgJ

ground to the missile). y is the angle between vm and -x g A

triangle is tormed by Rmg? Rfi, and Rgit defined in Equations (C-2)0

(C-13), and (C-,5). ) may be determined from:

R2  2 2
gi Rmi + Rmg 2 RmiRmg CosY

W Cos ."(R 2 ~j4 R q- R > (C-117)

[I8
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Appendix D

Derivation of Fquation for GlisteninV Area

Equation (14) of Section I1 is derived in this Appendix (Reference

7: Chapter 12). Figure D-I shows the geometry of the problem. Antennas

at the transmitter (T) nnd the receiver (R) are at heights Ht and H

and separation R. The antennas illuminate an area between them. For
•on~im-directional antennas, the region of the surface for which 10118ma

p.rticipates in reflection. The contour S boundt this "glistening

area". P is an arbitrary point on the surface bounded by S. L RTP

and L TRP are maximnum at the points A and B where the curve

1 max intersects the vertical plane passing through R and T.

11,e angle made by the bisector with the vertical (z.-axis) is defined as
0 * The bisectors of LTAR and 4TBR make angles Am0x from the

vertical. (This comes from the assumption of specular reflection from

a mirror of slope Tan 0max' See Figure 10.) Thus$ jJAI Amax at the

boundary of the contour.

x is the distance along the x-axis from the base of the receiver

to P; x2 is the distance from P to 4he base of the transmitter;

xX 2 =R; and y is the distance of P from the x-axis. The boundary

of the glistening area is determined by finding A in terms of x-1 x2 ,

and y, and setting IRIw- 0 max"

Figure D-Ic indicates the geometry of the reflection problem, it

is necessary to find angle 0 , the angle between the bisector Z and

the vertical z. Prom Figure D-1c, the bisector of RP and PT 1.4 given

by*

PR + PT

C 
+
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R

IL TRP

L TT

(a) The glistening area is bounded by the contour S (i max)
R

LTAR TB
(b) A point (P) on the glistening area reflects a signal from

T to Re Bis the angle made by the bisector of the

incident and receive angles with the normal,

(c) Geometry used to detarmine 8at -a point on ithe -glstefttig

area*

Figure D-1.. Glistening Area Geometry
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where (-) denotes a vector quantity, and (A) denotes a unit vector.

From Figure D-1c:

y r 1 ̂ . L Y ' + H r

~- (~+O+Ht ) - (xIA±y +O ) x2  ~y +~

where 'x2- R-x1 . This gives:

PR - (I/a I)(-x 11 y T 9 + H Z

-PTa (I/&)( x2 x y +Ht)

where

r2 2 2
XI +1  y + Hr

2 2 2
2i 2 +y + H

This gives:

"1 2 (y + ( rHt

PR + PT + - ' + .

F"2 2+ 2 (2~x 
2~ 

~.~

Thus, the bisector is qiven by:

PR PR +1T.a.

90 1'

2 x X +H,

a



Usinq the definition of 3 , (Cos z - , and setting I /3 at

the boundary of the glistening area, we have:

Cos ^ . - (D-2)

1" 2
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